Intrusion detection/prevention systems (IDSs/IPSs) heavily rely on signature databases and pattern matching (PM) techniques to identify network attacks. The engines of such systems often employ traditional PM algorithms to search for telltale patterns in network flows. The observations that realworld network traffic is largely legitimate and that telltales manifested by exploits rarely appear in network streams lead us to the proposal of Fingerprinter. This framework integrates fingerprinting and PM methods to rapidly distinguish well-behaved from malicious traffic. Fingerprinter produces concise digests or fingerprints for attack signatures during its programming phase. In its querying phase, the framework quickly identifies attack-free connections by transforming input traffic into its fingerprint space and matching its digest against those of attack signatures. If the legitimacy of a stream cannot be determined by fingerprints alone, our framework uses the Boyer-Moore algorithm to ascertain whether attack signatures appear in the stream. To reduce false matches, we resort to multiple fingerprinting techniques including Bloom-Filter and Rabin-Fingerprint. Experimentation with a prototype and a variety of traces has helped us establish that Fingerprinter significantly accelerates the attack detection process.
INTRODUCTION
Intrusion detection/prevention systems (IDSs/IPSs) are now ubiquitously deployed to shield intranets from attacks and protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of involved computer systems [1] . IDSs/IPSs typically use pattern matching (PM) and anomaly analysis [2, 3] to accomplish their objective. The PM techniques in IDSs/IPSs search for telltale patterns unique to known attacks while anomaly analysis seeks to detect network connection behavior that statistically deviates from normal activities. Such PM methods do help with the detection of known attacks and reduce the overall noise level of intrusions in the Internet although they appear rather ineffective when it comes to zero-day exploits [4] . Nevertheless, the ongoing strong exploitation of existing vulnerabilities and exposures is so prevalent in the globe today that the effective and well-managed use of PM methods is considered absolutely critical [5] .
Security loopholes frequently emanate from common design and development mistakes in a multitude of applications including Web and Email [4, 6] . Moreover, the easy access to 'kiddy scripts' and attack tools not only simplifies the exploitation process for known vulnerabilities [5] , but also offers opportunities to intruders for synthesizing new strains of attacks. We should point out that the population of security flaws reported has consistently grown. The common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVEs) dictionary [6] listed 1565 loopholes in 1999 while it accrued 6832 and 6259 new species in 2006 and 2007, respectively, resulting in a total of 30648 collected CVEs in the past decade. In light of the rapid evolution of security loopholes and the ever-increasing complexity of applications, patching vulnerable computer systems promptly has become a real challenge [7] . It is thus vitally important to detect and prevent existing attacks from recurrence [3] . for contemporary IDSs/IPSs to detect and prevent the majority of intrusions in the Internet [8] .
With attacks expressed as character sequences [2] , PM-based IDSs/IPSs typically treat intrusion identification as a pattern search process. There is evidently a need to not only organize all such telltale patterns manifested by exploits in an effective signature or rule database within the IDS/IPS, but also to augment its content with specially crafted signatures for the ever-expanding attacks population. As the legitimacy of a network stream is determined by matching it against all telltales in the signature database, the performance of an IDS/IPS is dominated by the string matching operations conducted in the PM-engine (PME) [9] . There is clearly a trade-off between voluminous signature databases and attack coverage from one side and demanding CPU-intensive PM operations on the other. Also, the rapidly expanding network bandwidth and diversified applications further exacerbate the IDS/IPS performance problem as PMEs are forced to inspect much more massive Internet flows. For instance, it is reported that the open-source Snort IDS/IPS spends ∼31% of its processing time on PM when subjected to real-world traffic and its CPU utilization reaches 80% when dealing with Web services due to the bulky Web-specific signatures in its database [9] . Emerging attacks also have the potential to trap PMEs into their worstcase working conditions [9] . It is therefore absolutely essential to 'accelerate' the intrusion detection process in PMEs and subsequently improve the overall performance of IDSs/IPSs.
Evasion techniques that include modification of telltale patterns, TCP segmentation or IP fragmentation, and message encryption [4, 10] often make up a contemporary option for intruders. Such attacks could be mitigated should IDSs/IPSs dissect incoming traffic into a sequence of messages according to TCP/IP protocols before conducting their PM operations. To this end, stateful and layer-7 inspection on the ensued application messages has to be carried out [1, 10] . The realization of the above counter-measures requires sophisticated PM process and expansion of signature databases. PM algorithms routinely used by PMEs such as the AhoCorasick [11] and Boyer-Moore [12] are computationally intensive when it comes to generating positive verdicts for attack streams and negative verdicts for legitimate flows. Although a number of heuristics have been proposed to improve PM performance, they are often effective only with lengthy patterns [13] . The latter is not always possible as for instance, 90% of the patterns defined in the signatures of Snort are <16 bytes rendering heuristics rather ineffective. The sophistication of modern intrusions necessitates that IDSs/IPSs work with multiple-patterns to characterize a single attack and so a number of PM-iterations are needed to handle a single attack signature [9] . To improve detection accuracy, IDSs/IPSs may also specify complex relationship among multiple patterns in a signature with respect to their occurrence order, distances and positions [2] , putting additional CPU burden on the PME.
Intrusion detection could also be facilitated by multi-pattern matching (MPM) algorithms that are typically derived by modifying single-pattern PM techniques to simultaneously search for multiple patterns with the help of rather complex data structures [14] . To this end, the Wu-Manber algorithm organizes telltale patterns using hash tables [9, 14] but its memory footprint for a Snort implementation is about 29.1 MB when the signature database involves only about 1500 patterns [3] . Automata-based approaches such as the Aho-Corasick can also be extended to conduct MPM at the expense of very large memory footprints and high-dimensional state spaces [11, 15] . In particular, the implementation of the Aho-Corasick algorithm in Snort requires 1 KB on an average for each character appearing in the patterns of the signature database and thus demands a timeconsuming state traversal process [3] . Clearly, such memory consumption levels disqualify automata-based methods in light of populous signature databases. One alternative option to boost performance would be to implement MPM operations in hardware such as application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [16] . Similar to their software counterparts, however, hardware accelerated PM methods can achieve only limited success due to a number of characteristics unique to the intrusion detection process:
(i) PMEs subject both legitimate and malicious network flows to the same CPU-intensive procedures heavily penalizing attack-free traffic. In this regard, a negative verdict for a legitimate stream requires inspection of the entire signature database. The fact that the vast majority of the Internet traffic is legitimate [17] points to an unnecessary punishment for benign connections. (ii) Heuristics developed for most MPM techniques are efficient only for long sought-for patterns but do suffer performance-wise when short telltales are the search targets in incident detection [18] . (iii) Characters appearing in telltale patterns of attack signatures are not uniformly distributed but indeed scatter in the entire ASCII code range (that is [0, 0xF F ]) implying extremely large memory footprints for automata-based MPM algorithms. When sizeable attack signature databases are present, such techniques are of limited value [9] .
To address the above issues, we propose the Fingerprinter framework, which attempts to significantly accelerate the attack detection process by exploiting unique characteristics of Internet traffic and harnessing multiple fingerprinting methods. We represent each IDS/IPS attack signature with a concise fingerprint derived from the signature's telltale patterns. Such a digesting process essentially allows us to transform the complex space formed by attack signatures into a condensed space of signature fingerprints. By initially matching the digest of an incoming stream against the fingerprints instead of the actual attack signatures, our Fingerprinter can quickly identify attack-free traffic. The PM algorithm Boyer-Moore is invoked only when the traffic stream under examination shares the same fingerprints with some attack signatures. To conduct the fingerprint matching (FM) as well as PM operations efficiently, the Fingerprinter is designed to work in two distinct stages:
• programming phase: signatures in the IDS/IPS database are fingerprinted off-line and represented with short digests using multiple summarization strategies including the Bloom-Filter and Rabin-Fingerprint methods. Compared with original signatures, fingerprints are much shorter, and as a result the space defined by the signature database is effectively compressed into its digest counterpart that assumes lower dimensionality.
• querying phase: fingerprints from incoming traffic are computed and matched against the digests of signatures created during the programming phase. Traffic receives a negative verdict and is declared as legitimate if it fails to match any fingerprint from the signature database; thus, no further PM processing is required. If the FM yields a positive identification, Fingerprinter executes the Boyer-Moore algorithm to ascertain that the connection in question indeed contains the exact patterns in the signature whose fingerprint resulted in the preliminary match.
The acceleration in detecting exploits stems from the observation that malicious telltales appear only infrequently. The majority of attack-free traffic should produce negative verdicts in the FM operation conducted over the space of signature fingerprints without the explicit assistance of PM algorithms. The lightweight FM process of our Fingerprinter is expected to offer significant performance gains compared with what the IDSs/IPSs system offers at this time. The combination of short-length telltale patterns and diverse attack types may yield false matches in the course of the FM procedure as streams and signatures could share the same digests but actually are different. The frequency of such occurrences termed false match rate affects the efficiency of Fingerprinter as every false match leads to the invocation of a CPU-intensive PM algorithm. Our Fingerprinter reduces this false match rate by integrating a variety of fingerprinting strategies including the Bloom-Filter and Rabin-Fingerprint methods into the digest generation.
To provide flexibility and attain high performance, we standardize the interfaces of Fingerprinter so that new fingerprinting methods can be activated in a plug-and-play fashion. We have implemented the Fingerprinter along with the proposed fingerprinting methods as a PME in Snort and evaluated its performance by employing a trace-driven testing methodology [19] with a variety of traffic traces. We have experimentally established the operational acceleration offered by Fingerprinter to the incident detection process. We showed that our prototype consistently outperforms Snort in conventional settings with an up to 2-fold speedup rate. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines related IDS/IPS PM techniques and Section 3 deals with our design and discusses our fingerprinting methods. In Section 4, we provide key findings of our evaluation while conclusions and future work are found in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Single-pattern matching (SPM) techniques, which seek the occurrence of a pattern P in a text T , have been widely applied in information retrieval, automatic document classification and pattern recognition [11, 12, 20] . As SPM methods use character comparison to be their key functional element, their complexity is dominated by the number of comparisons involved having a lower bound of (n − m + 1), where n is the length of T and m the size of P [21] . Efforts reported in [12, 13, [22] [23] [24] have investigated the reduction in the number of such comparisons. For instance, the Boyer-Moore algorithm exploited the bad character and good suffixes heuristics to eliminate unnecessary comparisons [12] . It has been shown [23, 25] that BoyerMoore incurs O(n + γ m) comparisons with γ being the number of P 's occurrences in T . We should point out that the effectiveness of heuristics in the Boyer-Moore method heavily depends on the length of P . Evidently, a long pattern does provide opportunities for large shifts when mismatching occurs. Comparisons in Boyer-Moore can be further reduced by using more sophisticated heuristics and/or higher memory consumption [13, 22, 23, 26] . The Aho-Corasick SPM method follows an entirely different approach as it first constructs a finite automaton able to recognize P and then handles T sequentially [11] . Its computational complexity is O(n+| |m) where | | is the size of the character set used by both P and T . As is often large in intrusion detection, Aho-Corasick-based IDS/IPS implementation calls for a sizeable memory footprint.
Compared with Boyer-Moore, the Aho-Corasick method can be readily extended to carry out MPM. The latter searches for the occurrence of any pattern from a set S = {P i , i = 0, 1, . . .} in text T [14] . MPM Aho-Corasick tracks multiple matching patterns with the help of respective states and transitions. In a way similar to SPM, the MPM Aho-Corasick algorithm also demands a large amount of memory to accommodate the automaton structure despite the fact that initially patterns are clustered according to their shared prefixes in an attempt to lower memory consumption [9] . The MPM Aho-Corasick implementation in Snort needs an average 1 KBytes per pattern character [9] , a challenging requirement to address in real settings.
The SPM Boyer-Moore method and its variants have also been redesigned to address the MPM problem [8, 9, 13] . To this end, the Boyer-Moore-Horspool (BMH) algorithm organizes patterns in a trie so that the Boyer-Moore can be applied to a set of patterns that share common prefixes [9, 27] . In contrast, the AC-BM algorithm [8] uses suffix trees to organize patterns according to their shared suffixes, and consequently executes the Boyer-Moore on all patterns 'held' by the same suffix tree.
The Wu-Manber method [14] employs a hash-based table that controls the movement of the patterns when mismatches occur, and it may yield better performance than its MPM Boyer-Moore and Aho-Corasick counterparts for diverse PM tasks [28] .
The attack detection through PM by its nature is an MPM problem as incoming traffic should be simultaneously examined against multiple signatures, each of which may contain more than one telltale patterns [8, 9] . Although the MPM BoyerMoore, Aho-Corasick and Wu-Manber approaches have been individually implemented and optimized for the open-source Snort IDS/IPS, it appears that there is no clear winner as far as diversified traffic types, variable population of attack signatures and different network environments are concerned [9, 28] . To enhance performance, a number of proposals exist that either integrate multiple MPM techniques or select different MPM methods according to traffic types and characteristics in the attack signature databases involved [9] . For instance, it is a good choice to employ Boyer-Moore when the traffic type is Web services and Aho-Corasick for other streams. This is necessitated by the fact that the extremely large set of patterns in HTTP-specific attacks would render the memory-intensive Aho-Corasick an unworkable choice [8, 9] .
The real-time requirements for IDS/IPS operations have led to the hardware implementation of MPM methods [29, 30] . Algorithms including the MPM Boyer-Moore and AhoCorasick methods have been realized with dedicated processors, ASICs or FPGAs [30] [31] [32] . In [33] , a multi-pattern matching system is proposed that de-multiplexes a traffic flow into several streams and spreads the load over parallel matching units that perform a string search using deterministic finite automata. In [34, 35] , the integration of pre-decoded wide parallel inputs with automata implementations offers high throughput rates. Similar pre-decoding techniques are also employed to design IDSs for Gigabit networks [36, 37] . An IDS equipped with content addressable memory (CAM) is used to match traffic against attack telltales in a brute force manner [38] . The hardwarebased pattern match engine in [39] uses a Bloom filter to construct a hash-table for attack patterns. To improve space and time efficiency, optimizations such as pattern alignments and redundancy elimination are under intense examination [40] [41] [42] .
The exclusion-based PM approach relies on the observation that pattern P cannot appear in T if any portion of P is not found in T [17] . This technique represents every attack signature with a set of n-grams derived from the patterns of the exploit. By tokenizing incoming traffic into a set of n-grams, the method matches the n-grams of the input against those of signatures and declares the input as non-malicious if the intersection of the two n-gram sets is empty [17] . Should the n-gram set of an attack signature be indeed subsumed by that of the input traffic, the Boyer-Moore algorithm is invoked to scan the entire input for exact telltale patterns. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of the exclusion-based PM algorithm diminishes quickly as the number of signatures exceeds 1000 due to the increasing false match rate [32] .
Content filtering techniques could be an alternative to PM when exact matches in the given text are not required [20, 43] . In this context, Bloom-Filter based methods can quickly determine whether a given input T contains any pattern from a set S [44] . However, Bloom-Filter cannot pinpoint the exact matching location if there is one and may cause false positives due to the fact that entries in the fingerprint vector corresponding to a specific input may be marked separately by different patterns in S. Bloom-Filter techniques have been applied in hardware-based IDSs/IPSs as they can readily organize attack telltale patterns in a way that legitimate traffic can be quickly identified [20] . This is accomplished at the expense of computational overheads and large memory consumption [20, 39] . As the Shingle and Rabin-Fingerprint digesting techniques have been successfully used to detect document similarity and establish plagiarism [45] [46] [47] [48] , they have also been adopted in the MPM procedure of IDSs/IPSs [18] . In contrast to prior efforts that use either filtering or fingerprinting techniques in isolation and fabricate them in hardware to detect attacks, our Fingerprinter is a pure software-based framework that integrates filtering, fingerprinting and PM methods, thus treating them as indispensable elements of the PMEs in IDSs/IPSs. In this regard, incoming streams are first fingerprinted and matched against those of signatures before an exact PM algorithm actually takes place. Moreover, the concurrent use of multiple fingerprinting methods helps reduce false matches that occur in fingerprint comparison and assists in significantly accelerating the attack identification process.
OUTLINE OF FINGERPRINTER
To avoid expending CPU-cycles for reaching negative verdicts, Fingerprinter subjects network traffic to a fingerprinting process before launching any other 'expensive'exact pattern matching operation. During its programming phase, Fingerprinter creates a fingerprint repository for attack signatures designed to help make quick decisions as far as the existence of exploits in input streams is concerned. While in its querying phase, Fingerprinter may rapidly deduce the legitimacy of a flow if there are no matches with digests found in its repository. If in doubt, the framework proceeds with an exact-PM Boyer-Moore algorithm to issue authoritative and final verdicts. In contrast to traditional PMEs of IDSs/IPSs, Fingerprinter only imposes a light-weight FM on benign network flows.
Fingerprinter design rationale
Fingerprints are short and compact tags that represent large and often complex objects such as raw data and documents [48] . A fingerprinting process 'transforms' objects into a space created by their fingerprints [18] . This transformation makes it possible to shift the operations conducted on the original data to processes taking place on concise signatures. This enhances system performance as long as fingerprints of objects 'collide' with very low probability [49] . Fingerprints are usually generated by a digesting function defined as f : → {0, 1} k , where is the set of objects whose fingerprint length is k. To obtain a compact space of fingerprints, the parameter k is typically small compared with the original representation of the objects in . This inadvertently leads to fingerprint collisionsdistinct objects with the same fingerprints-due to information loss in the digesting process. It is therefore desired that for any n distinct objects S = {s i |s i ∈ , i = 0 . . . n − 1}, the number of distinct fingerprint values f (s i ), i = 0 . . . n − 1 is equal to n with a high probability; at the same time, for any two objects s i and s j (i = j ), it should be highly unlikely that f (s i ) = f (s j ).
By treating streams and/or signatures of exploits as complex objects that consist of character sequences, Fingerprinter represents both traffic and attack signatures with their fingerprints, so that it can predominantly operate on the 'reduced' space of fingerprints to detect intrusions. In this regard, Fingerprinter tokenizes its input text-either a network packet P or an attack signature R-into a series of shingles. To help manage overheads, Fingerprinter considers shingles having only fixed length of l bytes. Thus shingles, also termed lgrams, can be generated quickly by sweeping through the input with a sliding window of l bytes. The produced l-gram set for an input packet P can be described as
where |P | is the length of packet P , P [i, j ] is the bytesequence in P between positions i and j , and is the union set.
The same tokenization process is applied to telltale patterns of signatures that make up the IDS/IPS rule-bases. For instance, with the help of a 4-byte sliding window, Snort signatures depicted in column Signature of Table 1 can be tokenized to obtain bags of shingles. Signature sid-1002 defines a single pattern cmd.exe with keyword uricontent and its set of 4-grams is {cmd., md.e, d.ex, .exe} as shown in column Token set. Table 1 depicts the sets of shingles derived for other signatures as well.
Should we apply a digesting function f on the shingle set of an attack signature R, we can obtain the fingerprint of R as
with being the exclusive-OR operation and s[i] the ASCII code for the character at position i of the input s, we may compute the fingerprints for the Snort signatures depicted in Table 1 . For instance, the fingerprint of the 4-gram 'cmd.' in the shingle set for Signature sid-1002 can be calculated as f (cmd.) = (0x63 ⊕ 0x6D ⊕ 0x64 ⊕ 0x2E) = 0x44. By repeating the digesting process on other three 4-grams of Signature sid-1002, we can derive its fingerprint as the set of {44, 42, 57, 56}. Similarly, the above digesting can be used to fingerprint the payload of packets. For instance in the Nimda attack traffic depicted in Table 2 consisting of 12 packets, only three packets have TCP payloads: packets 4 and 6 from attacker and packet 8 from victim. Packet 4 of the Nimda traffic in question contains the string 'cmd.exe.' It thus features all 4-grams of Snort signature sid-1002 in its set of shingles and subsequently subsumes the latter's fingerprints.
With fingerprints of both a packet P and a signature R at hand, we can quantify their similarity via a homology metric defined on respective fingerprint sets F P and F R as follows: σ (P , R) = |F P ∩ F R |/|F P ∪ F R |, where ∩ and ∪ are the intersection and union of the sets involved. The range of σ (P , R) is [0. . . 1] and σ (P , R) = 1 should P and R be identical. Similarly, we quantify the 'containment' relationship between P and R as: π(P , R) = |F P ∩F R |/|F R |; P contains R should π(P , R) = 1. We can readily see that the fingerprints of Nimda and signature sid-1002 indicate containment as π(P 4 , sid-1002) = 1. This is however not the case for sid-1735 as its token 'file' does not appear in any fingerprint sets of the Nimda packets yielding π(P i , sid-1735) < 1 for all i = 1 . . . 12.
By identifying attack signatures that are contained in packets emanating from network connection C, we can compile a set of candidate signatures, R = {R i |π(P j , R i ) = 1, P j ∈ C}. If R is empty, Fingerprinter can fast determine the legitimacy of traffic from C. Otherwise, the exact-PM method is invoked to render the definitive verdict. For instance, the traffic depicted in the right column of Table 2 yields an empty R set indicating a non-malicious flow. In contrast, the non-empty R = {sid-1002} for the Nimda traffic of Table 2 points out a stream that may comply with signature sid-1002; the latter is confirmed through the subsequent execution of the Boyer-Moore algorithm.
It is worth pointing out that IDSs/IPSs designate complex constraints that intrusions are expected to demonstrate in order to improve their detection accuracy. For example, the Snort signature sid-1002 not only specifies the pattern 'cmd.exe' as the telltale in the Nimda attack, but also requires that the telltale should appear in packets originated from the client side of an established TCP connection. Along these lines, to identify the exploit in the buffer overflow existing in IIS-servers, the Snort signature sid-2572 specifies that the distance between patterns 'txtusername=' and '|0A|' should be larger than 980 character positions. It is therefore conceivable for a network session to be declared attack-free even though it features a non-empty set of candidate signatures and may further contain exact telltale patterns specified in signatures. A false match occurs when there is a non-empty set of candidate signatures for a network flow which receives a positive verdict in the FM process but the flow in discussion fails the examination during the PM inspection. We term the frequency of false match occurrences as the false match rate.
Telltale patterns do appear at arbitrary positions either within protocol headers or the payload of packets. Besides examining traffic for the occurrence of telltales, IDSs/IPSs attempt to verify the correctness of locations as well as spatial relationships among patterns involved. The FM operation of the Fingerprinter may help accelerate the work of the PM process if it can pinpoint the positions of input substrings that match signature fingerprints; this information can substantially reduce the search space for the PM algorithm. The two phases, under which 6 Z. Chen et al. 2572 tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any → $HTTP_SERVERS $HTTP_PORTS (msg: /log logi ogin gin. |4B 0D 0F 4E "WEB-IIS SmarterTools SmarterMail login.aspx buffer overflow attempt"; in.a n.as .asp aspx 48 52 4C 1A| flow:to_server, established; uricontent: "/login.aspx"; nocase; content: "txtusername="; isdataat:
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Fingerprinter operates-programming and querying-are the outcome of the quest for efficient detection of exploit signatures. Figures 1 and 2 show the respective architectural lay-outs for the two stages, respectively. In the programming phase, attack signatures are tokenized and digested so that the fingerprint space can be constructed. For an exploit signature R that defines a pattern r, the module Input Scanner of the Fingerprinter tokenizes r and builds its shingle set
where |r| is the length of pattern r and l is the size of the sliding window. A shingle set of a signature with multi-patterns is obtained by combining shingles from all its patterns, that is,
where |R| is the number of patterns in signature R. For instance, the 4-grams from the five patterns defined by keyword content in signature sid-1986 contribute to its shingle set, which contains token "Cont" from the second pattern and "File" from the last telltale. Subsequently, the Fingerprint Generator module selects a subset of l-grams from the shingle set for each signature R, and computes the Rabin-Fingerprint of the selected l-grams; in addition, k hash codes are also derived for each l-gram with the help of the Bloom-Filter techniques. The digest of R-its Rabin fingerprint and k hash values-are stored in the fingerprint table that is searched with the Rabin fingerprint as its access key. Given that the attack signatures recognized by the PME are known in advance, the programming phase is performed off-line once and gets updated only when changes in the signature database occur.
The Fingerprinter carries out its normal operation in realtime during its querying phase. For every incoming packet P , Input Scanner generates its shingle set with a sliding window of l bytes as shown in Fig. 2 . After the creation of P 's shingle set S P =
Signatures contained in F P are then identified by the Fingerprint Manager that helps form the set of candidate signatures, R = {R i | π(P , R i ) = 1}. The latter is used by Verdict Generator to decide upon the legitimacy of packet P . Obviously, a signature R is a member of the set R only if its Rabin fingerprint is contained in packet P . To further reduce the false match rate, the Fingerprinter also compares the k hash codes of the signature R against P before R is placed into R . If a signature R is included in R , the sliding window used by Input Scanner helps locate the input substring that shares the common fingerprint with R. This facilitates the work of the Boyer-Moore algorithm, which follows and commences at the current sliding window instead of scanning the entire input stream. Moreover, the set of candidate signatures R is constructed efficiently in our Fingerprinter with the help of optimized data structures that maintain the associations between signatures and their digests. rolling manner so that the fingerprints of previous shingles can be reused in the computation of subsequent tokens. In addition, hash codes for an input are generated on-demand by the Hash Function Manager module and they are materialized only if the input matches the Rabin fingerprints of certain signatures. The stateful inspection of Snort allows Fingerprinter to generate a verdict for a network session and declares it as attack-free if all its constituent packets obtain negative verdicts. We provide additional detailed description for the functions of modules involved in Figs 1 and 2 in the remainder of this section.
Programming and querying the Fingerprinter
The tokenization process creates shingles for exploit signatures in the programming phase and for input traffic in the querying phase. The efficiency of tokenization is determined by the size l of the sliding window as: first, size l determines the uniqueness of the produced tokens with respect to attack telltales. Apparently, tokens derived from malicious telltales with large l are still unique with high probability to specific and infrequent exploits. Second, the computational complexity of fingerprint calculation on a l-gram linearly depends on l; small-sized sliding windows are naturally favored in this regard. Finally, parameter l also affects the Fingerprinter false match rate as small l generates short tokens that may destroy the information context of the original patterns and consequently weaken the framework's differentiation capability [18] . For instance, if l = 4 bytes, the Snort signature sid-1002 has a four-element set of 4-grams, {cmd., md.e, d.ex, .exe}. With the same size of the sliding window l = 4, the tokenization process creates a set of shingles for packet 4 of Nimda in Table 2 , which has a subset of {cmd., md.e, d.ex, .exe}; the set of 4-grams for packet 4 of the attack-free traffic presented in the right column of Table 2 we use a sliding window of l = 4 bytes as default in the Fingerprinter operation. The efficiency of Fingerprinter also depends on the penalties imposed by the digest computation in the fingerprinting process for both signatures (off-line) and input packets (in real-time). In this regard, the fingerprint derivation for an l-gram is definitely affected by the length l of the token (determined by the sliding window size). The fingerprinting process is also influenced by the digesting function f used. The latter could be either CPU-intensive as it may entail expensive manipulations including divisions and multiplications or lightweight as it would involve bit-shifting functions and XORs that are now efficiently carried out by modern OSs.
Furthermore, the false match rate caused by the FM operations does significantly affects the performance of Fingerprinter as it increases the frequency with which exact-PM Boyer-Moore algorithm is triggered without yielding positive identifications.
Algorithm 1
The programming process in Fingerprinter. The Fingerprinter reduces overheads and the false match rate by integrating multiple efficient fingerprinting techniques, namely:
• Efficient fingerprint computation: in tokenizing incoming flows with an l-byte sliding window, the l-gram in the current window shares (l − 1) characters with the just previous l-gram. This implies that the Rabin-Fingerprint techniques employed in our Fingerprinter accelerate the fingerprinting process by reusing the computational results from previous tokens in the derivation of fingerprint for the current token.
• Determination of candidate signatures: for traffic that shares the same Rabin fingerprints and Bloom-hash codes with certain attack signatures, the set of candidate signatures can be identified quickly with the help of optimized data structures. This reduces the invocation of the PM algorithm from matching packets against the entire signature database to the candidate signatures only.
• Identification of matching point in traffic: any time an FM occurs, the position of the match in the incoming traffic can be located accurately with the help of the sliding window. Thus, subsequent PM searches for exact patterns may commence from specific locations instead of scanning the entire flow.
Depending on the location of their appearance, Snort defines telltales for exploits with keywords uricontent and content. The former expects the specified patterns to occur in the field of universal resource identifier (URI) in Web traffic and the latter searches for patterns in IP payloads. Telltale patterns delineated with the above two keywords (uricontent and content) necessitate the invocation of Algorithm 1 twice as the two individual A Fingerprint and Pattern Matching Engine for IDS/IPS 9 searches work on unrelated locations. Algorithm 1 outlines the work of the programming phase: it first extracts the longest telltale pattern from each attack signature, and then computes the Rabin fingerprint based on the l-byte prefix of the longest pattern. In addition, a set of k hash codes are also generated with the help of a hash function pool in the Bloom-filter of the Fingerprinter. The Rabin fingerprint and Bloom hash codes are stored in a fingerprint table. In case a collision occurs on the Rabin fingerprint, linked-list helps organize all 'colliding' signatures.
As mentioned before for efficiency reasons, the shingle computation for Rabin fingerprints is done in a rolling manner. The k hash values of shingles for exploit signatures are always computed in Algorithm 1 and so, the overhead in question does not affect the operation of the Fingerprinter's subsequent querying phase. Should we assume that Rabin fingerprints in attack signatures are uniformly distributed, the requisite table should have M = 2 |l|+8 entries to accommodate any possible Rabin fingerprint code. Clearly, the Fingerprinter memoryfootprint increases exponentially with l. To achieve as compact as possible memory requirements l has to be small on the one hand, while on the other hand a large l decreases fingerprint collisions improving overall performance. Signatures marked as 'non-fingerprintable' in Algorithm 1 are processed separately with the Snort conventional PME.
Algorithm 2 The querying process in Fingerprinter.
1: align the l-byte sliding window on packet P at index i = 0; initialize the set R of candidate signatures; 2: while (sliding window completely covers the packet P ) do 3: compute the Rabin's fingerprint c of input substring in the sliding window;
4:
if (fingerprint table entry invoke boyer-moore algorithm on R and P ; return its verdict for P ;
19: end if
Algorithm 2 delineates the operational work of Fingerprinter in its querying phase. The algorithm uses the l-bytes sliding window to yield a set of l-grams for the corresponding input stream. The Rabin fingerprint for a l-gram is computed and is used as key to access the fingerprint table established in the programming phase. Should an empty entry be encountered, no further PM inspection is required. Otherwise, Algorithm 2 computes the k hash codes of the l-gram by using the function pool in the Bloom-filter. The signature residing in the entry of the table is not a candidate if its k hash values differ from those of the current l-gram. The same process is repeated for every signature in the entry if the latter accommodates multiple signatures. It is rather unlikely for a shingle from an attack-free traffic to share both the Rabin fingerprint and k hash codes with a malicious telltale pattern. Thus, we expect that most shingles should hit empty slots in the fingerprint table asking for no further action.
If a token indeed lands on a non-empty entry of the fingerprint table and has simultaneously the same k hash codes with the signature in the entry, additional action is taken by Algorithm 2 to further verify that the input starting at the current window actually matches the signature's longest pattern, and the signature is considered as a candidate only if the verification is positive. Evidently, the Boyer-Moore algorithm is only executed when the above-described FM operations yield a non-empty set of candidate signatures. Moreover, the information on matching positions in the input stream recorded by Algorithm 2 during the FM process also facilitates the performance of the Boyer-Moore as the latter's search space is substantially reduced. Algorithm 2 involves light-weight operations for most legitimate traffic as tokens from the latter result in an empty set of candidate signatures with high probability.
Digest functions and fingerprint computation
The main digesting method of the Fingerprinter is the Rabin 
is a constant given that base b and degree k of P are fixed, f (A 2 ) can be obtained from f (A 1 ) efficiently with only two additions and two multiplications. It is known that among n randomly chosen strings with degree l, the probability for a Rabin fingerprint collision of two distinct strings is less than (nl 2 /2 k ). Hence, the collision rate can be controlled by manipulating parameters k, l and n according to application environments [48] . To reduce its computational complexity, Fingerprinter sets base b to two so that multiplications in Rabin fingerprint calculation can be replaced with left-shift operations. We further decrease computational penalties by representing each signature with the Rabin fingerprint derived from the l-byte prefix of its longest telltale pattern instead of all its shingles.
The Fingerprinter also resorts to Bloom-Filter methods to efficiently settle membership of a given input string in a set of pre-specified patterns [20, 44] . Consisting of k hash functions and an m-bit fingerprint vector, a Bloom filter operates in two phases. In the programming mode, the Bloom filter attempts to remember a set of pre-specified objects by materializing the fingerprint vector with the help of object digesting. More specifically, a set of k hash codes is first generated for each object through the hash function pool and then each resulting hash value acts as an index into the fingerprint vector to set the corresponding bit. In the querying mode, the task of the Bloom filter is to determine if a piece of input is identical to any of the objects that are 'cognizant' by the filter. To this end, the Bloom filter inspects the bits in the fingerprint vector corresponding to the k hash values of the input generated with the same hash function pool. A positive verdict for the input is created if all k bits are marked. Otherwise, a negative verdict is issued.
A Bloom filter always correctly identifies non-member objects as any unmarked fingerprint bit excludes a non-member under test. We have to point out that the membership of an object may not perfectly match a known object as the k fingerprint bits associated with the input object could be checked off separately by different pre-specified objects leading to false positives. By either deploying much larger hash function pools or using orthogonal hash functions that generate codes independently the number of false alarms can be diminished.
Although it appears that Bloom filtering methods can be readily applied to the FM process, in general their application in IDS/IPS intrusion identification presents a number of challenges:
• The ever-expanding IDS/IPS signature databases make the set of patterns to be recognized by a Bloom filter very large creating massive main-memory requirements. Multipattern attack signatures also present challenges as far as the compact derivation of their fingerprints is concerned.
• The diversification in the length of telltales implies that the membership of a given string in the signatures can only be determined by inspecting all its substrings whose sizes are in the range of [LSP, LLP] , where LSP and LLP are the length of the shortest and longest patterns of all signatures, respectively. This evidently is computationally intensive. Moreover, the relationships among telltale patterns such as overlap and containment call for complex structures to help organize and efficiently maintain signatures.
• The false positive rate may deteriorate along with the ever-expanding signature database due to increased collisions. Furthermore, the inability to exactly pinpoint the corresponding telltale patterns matched by the input traffic does hurt the overall performance of Bloom filters.
In light of the above, Bloom-based methods may be applied in IDSs/IPSs when hardware and parallelization options are used so that multiple Bloom filters can be deployed simultaneously to process input [43] . We overcome these challenges in Fingerprinter by representing each attack signature with the l-byte prefix of its longest pattern. In this way, signatures are organized with a single filter. Instead of programming all telltale patterns into a single fingerprint vector, Fingerprinter stores hash codes of each signature separately within entries of the fingerprint table using the Rabin fingerprint as key.
As depicted in Figs 1 and 2 , the relations among signatures, telltale patterns and their hash codes are maintained with the fingerprint table facilitating the identification of candidate signatures encountered in network flows. By subjecting shingles of the input to the Bloom-filter only when these shingles match the Rabin fingerprints of certain signatures, we further reduce computation overheads as Bloom-filters are only executed on-demand. Similar to Rabin's fingerprinting method, the performance of the Bloom filter method in the Fingerprinter is affected by parameter l as the latter determines the differentiation capability of the Bloom filter. Obviously, a large l improves the uniqueness of the prefixes extracted from telltales, which are programmed into the Bloom filter. Larger l values also generate fewer tokens for an input stream and help accelerate the detection process. Small l values can help substantially reduce the processing required for hash code generation. The performance of the Bloom filter also depends on the size of its hash function pool and the footprint of its corresponding fingerprint vector. A large pool of hash functions could decrease the false positive rate but at the cost of high computational intensity. Conversely, a sizeable fingerprint vector does reduce the hash code collisions at the expense of high memory consumption. Finally, the choice of hash functions does affect the performance of Fingerprinter and thus, we use hash functions that are both flexible to process input with arbitrary length and are adaptive to diverse types of traffic. In this regard, the operations on hash code computation are designed to be lightweight so that they offer a viable overall software implementation.
When multiple hash functions are configured into the pool of the Bloom-filter, the Fingerprinter selects functions that generate hash codes independently with diversified operations. This is done so that no close correlation exists in the resulting codes helping reduce hash code collisions. Each hash function is thoroughly tested and fine tuned to ensure that the generated hash codes are non-linear with input. Moreover, we consider functions that are complete; this requires that a flip in a single input bit affect most output bits and the derivation of every output bit depend on all input bits [50] . The hash functions in discussion are mainly constructed from one-way functions typically used in cryptography and digital signatures [51] , some of which are shown in Table 3 . Each hash function has its identifier listed in column Function, and column Operations outlines key computational operations on each input byte. For instance, the naive hash function XOR applies the operation (c ⊕ P [i]) to the ith byte of the input P with c being the accumulated hash code generated by previous input bytes and ⊕ being the exclusive-OR. The hash code for an input string P with length of n bytes can be expressed as c = ( Table 3 shows that key operations in the hash functions are bit shifts, exclusive-OR, and modulo, all of which are efficiently implemented in modern computer systems.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have implemented the Fingerprinter as a PME of the opensource IDS/IPS Snort. Figure 3 depicts the architecture of the system, which can either intercept live network streams or extract packets from traces stored in files. Snort can be configured to work in two modes: in passive detection, Snort monitors network traffic and generates alarms whenever a malicious connection is detected; while in pro-active prevention, Snort may further act with countermeasures such as packet drop or session termination on identified malicious streams. In both modes, incoming traffic is first rearranged by the component 'TCP/IP Protocol Dissector' into a sequence of packets according to TCP/IP specifications before it gets subjected to security inspection. To improve attack detection accuracy, the Snort also resorts to layer-7 protocol analysis with the help of its module 'Application Layer Analyzer'. For instance, the URI in HTTP protocols is identified and normalized by the module so that telltale patterns in URIs can be readily located. In this context, the Nimda attack is discovered by searching in URIs for the pattern cmd.exe as demonstrated by Snort signature sid-1002 of Table 1 . At the same time, the module attempts to decode certain types of data streams including simple network management protocol (SNMP) messages encoded in abstract syntax notation one (ASN.1). For network traffic including instant messengers, P2P protocols and Backdoors that masquerade or encrypt their communications, the module may be able to decrypt if the cryptographic algorithms and keys are available so that a PM process can be carried out in plaintext instead of ciphertext.
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The stateful inspection is provided in Snort by maintaining the correlation between the bidirectional traffic streams for each connection and tracking the progress of data transmissions. For instance, input is declared as a Nimda attack only if the sought-for pattern cmd.exe appears in the packets from the client-end of an established TCP connection. The Snort heavily relies on PM techniques for intrusion detection and its performance is dominated by the PM algorithm in its PME. A number of PM algorithms including Boyer-Moore and Aho-Corasick have thus been implemented as part of the Snort module 'Pattern Matching Engine (PME)'. The default PME is the Lowmem method that is a set-wise multi-pattern BoyerMoore algorithm [9] . Lowmem clusters attack signatures into different groups according to the protocol types and network ports involved. It further organizes telltale patterns of signatures within each group with a prefix tree, and invokes Boyer-Moore on the input packet if the latter matches a pattern in any prefix tree [9] . The modularized design of the Snort helps in the ease of replacement of 'Pattern Matching Engine (PME)' module should this be desired. We developed the Fingerprinter to function as a Snort PME; this is depicted as 'Fingerprinter' in Fig. 3 . The rationale for this design decision was to have Fingerprinter seamlessly integrate with other Snort components by replacing the module 'Pattern Matching Engine (PME)' of the official release.
We conducted experiments on a 2.80 GHz CPU, 1 GB main memory machine running RedHat Linux OS. The test machine was equipped with Snort v.2.6.0.2 whose signature database was released on 24 September 2008. The 4637 signatures in the database are crafted to identify the majority of contemporary attacks. We assumed the 'out-of-the-box' Snort configuration and so all attack signatures were activated. Experiments were conducted on multiple traffic traces following a trace-driven test methodology [19] . By configuring Snort to use different PMEs including Lowmem as well as our proposed Fingerprinter and its variants, and feeding it with traffic traces at the maximum throughput allowed by the test machine, we evaluated Snort's performance mainly in terms of processing time and memory consumption.
To ensure that various PMEs deliver the same and correct behavior, we compared the respective alert logs generated to verify their consistency and ascertain the same attack detection capability. Whenever a different experiment setting was materialized, we restarted the test machine to minimize the interference from previous experiments. To further reduce noise, we conducted multiple experiments for every single configuration and evaluated the outcome based on the best performance attained.
The Fingerprinter and its variants
To facilitate the Fingerprinter evaluation and quantify its contributions to the intrusion detection process, we designed and modularized its components in a way that they can be integrated into the framework in a plug-and-play manner. This flexibility enables the easy creation of a variety of PMEs that function with different fingerprinting methods. In particular, we derive three Fingerprinter variants: Bloom-Filter PM, Shingling PMand Rabin-Fingerprint PM. For convenience, we name the PME depicted in both Figs 1 and 2 as the Hybrid PM method as it activates and employs multiple fingerprinting methods.
We obtain the Bloom-Filter PM by enabling the Fingerprinter Bloom-filter related components. Figures 4 and 5 show the respective programming and querying phases. During its programming phase, the Bloom-Filter PM represents each attack signature with the l-byte prefix of its longest telltale pattern and programs it into a Bloom-filter consisting of k hash functions and a fingerprint vector with m bits. The k hash codes obtained by applying k hash functions to the l-byte prefix of the longest pattern for an attack signature serve as indices to the fingerprint vector to mark the corresponding bits. The fingerprint vector can be treated as a two-dimensional array accessed with key pair (byte, bit), which is computed for a hash code c with the help of formulas byte = (c 3) and bit = (1 (c mod 8)), As all signatures in the Bloom-Filter PM share the same fingerprint vector, it is impossible for the filter to identify which signature has created a match with the input stream. This requires the invocation of the Boyer-Moore algorithm against all possible signatures in the IDS/IPS rule base. Also, the Bloom filter could raise false positives on the membership of an l-gram as its corresponding k bits in the fingerprint vector could be marked independently by patterns from different signatures. Consequently, the Bloom-Filter PM false match rate may be significant when either a large signature database is used or the memory is limited. Obviously, the performance of the BloomFilter PM can be tuned by manipulating the size of the hash function pool, length of the sliding window and the footprint of its fingerprint vector.
The acceleration on the intrusion detection process achieved by the Bloom-Filter PM comes from its ability to rapidly distinguish legitimate input from malicious traffic. However, its inability to identify specific signatures whose fingerprint is matched by the input impairs its performance. It is thus vital as far as efficiency is concerned to maintain associations between signatures and their fingerprints. This is the rationale for Shingling PM whose two phases are depicted in Figs 6 and 7. In the programming mode, each attack signature is represented by the digests of the fixed-length shinglessequence of characters-derived from its telltale patterns. The digests are organized with a signature table which stores telltales and their fingerprints in linked-list data structures as described in Fig. 6 . While in the querying phase, the input traffic is tokenized into its l-grams and their digests are used as indices into the input fingerprint vector to mark the corresponding bits. The candidate signatures are detected by traversing the signature table sequentially and matching each signature's digest against the input fingerprint vector.An empty set of candidate signatures guarantees the legitimacy of the input stream; otherwise, the Boyer-Moore algorithm is invoked. It is evident from Fig. 7 that the Shingling PM materializes the input fingerprint vector with all shingles of the input before the signature table is traversed, making it impossible to locate the input substrings that result in FMs. Therefore, whenever a digest match occurs in the Shingling PM, the Boyer-Moore should be executed to search the entire input stream.
The Shingling PM improves the attack detection process by maintaining the associations between signatures and their fingerprints; however, it is not able to locate input substrings that lead to digest matches. In contrast, the Bloom-Filter PM can quickly pinpoint the matching input substrings but provides no mechanism to identify matched signatures. It is by now clear that the Shingling PM and Bloom-Filter PM are complementary in their roles and both help accelerate the intrusion detection process. Figures 8 and 9 depict the architectural choices for RabinFingerprint PM which actually tracks input with the sliding window and at the same time maintains the relation between signatures and their fingerprints. In its programming phase, the Rabin's fingerprint of the l-byte prefix of each signature's longest telltale pattern is computed and organized with a fingerprint table shown in Fig. 8 . Moreover, linked-lists are used to accommodate colliding signatures that share the same fingerprints. While in the querying phase, the input packet is swept with an l-byte sliding window, and the Rabin fingerprint of the l-gram within the sliding window acts as the access key to the fingerprint In summary, the hash function pool in the BloomFilter PM helps identify legitimate traffic quickly while the associations between signatures and their fingerprints in the Shingling PM facilitate the identification of matched signatures. By maintaining the associations between fingerprints and signatures with a fingerprint hash table and tracking input substrings with a sliding window, the Rabin-Fingerprint PM could further improve attack detection. While the full-fledged Fingerprinter activates simultaneously multiple fingerprinting techniques including Rabin-Fingerprint and Bloom-Filter to achieve better performance than its counterparts.
Data sets used in the Fingerprinter evaluation
Characteristics of wide-area Internet traffic has been studied for many years [52, 53] and recently, the make-up and patterns of intranet streams have also been under investigation [54, 55] . The characterization of such traffic publicly available is predominantly based on LANs typically hosting a small number of systems [56] and often focuses on specific characteristics such as services and host communities that share common interests [53, 54] . In general, it is challenging to thoroughly investigate Internet/Intranet traffic due to technical difficulties on collecting network activities when it comes to the coordination of multiple choke-points around the globe [55] . Considerations on privacy and intellectual property further exacerbate the problem by making publicly accessible traffic traces with full payloads required for IDS/IPS evaluation a scarcity [19] . Moreover, it has been established that traffic observed at different sites varies significantly and network payloads also evolve over time [57] . Consequently, the very notion of 'typical' traffic for Internet/Intranet network streams is not well defined [55] . For instance, peer-to-peer file sharing is widespread in some environments [58] , but are rarely observed in other organizations [59] . We therefore use multiple traffic traces from various sites captured at different time periods to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of Fingerprinter.
The first set of traffic traces, known as KDD CUP'99 data set and depicted in Table 4 , was collected by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory for IDS testing and performance benchmarking [60] . The traffic was captured within three weeks of 1999 and each trace was generated by merging packet flows from simulated military networks serving as background noise and streams containing attacks as the foreground traffic. Each data set is assigned an identifier shown in column ID in addition to its descriptive name in the column 'Data set name'. The volume for each traffic trace presented in the column Size indicates that daily network activities vary dramatically. The mixture of network protocols in each trace, mainly connectionoriented TCP and connectionless UDP, also differs significantly as demonstrated by the columns TCP and UDP. For instance, the data set 1999 Train Week2 Wednesday comprises 89.55% TCP and 1.28% UDP connections, respectively; in contrast, the TCP/UDP ratio in the data set 1999 Train Week3 Friday is 95.78/0.60. A trace with a heavy TCP/UDP protocol mixture does force IDSs/IPSs to spend much more CPU cycles and expends more main memory on tracking network connections and their communication progress when stateful inspections are in place.
The total number of packets in a trace does affect the IDS/IPS performance. For example, there are different expectations when an IDS/IPS deals with the data set of 1999 Train Week2 Wednesday having only 888139 packets than when dealing with the set 1999 Train Week1 Thursday, which consists of 1807060 packets. We compute the average packet size in each trace (column Avg pkt) as the ratio of Size and Total pkts. We should point out that the count of the column Total pkts includes packets that may have no payload at all (for example TCP ACKs). In this respect, column Avg pkt may underestimate the average packet size. Ten traces are collected in weeks 1 and 3 and labeled as attack-free while all data sets in week 2 contain malicious activities such as denial-of-service attacks, buffer overflow exploits and port scans. By feeding all traces to Snort with its out-of-the-box configuration and all its signatures enabled, we observe the generation of alerts for all traces including those [19] . On the other hand, it has also been shown that the background traffic in the data set is not thoroughly validated and therefore may not be completely attack-free [61] . Attack densities, which is the ratio between number of attacks and total packets, shown in the column Density are rather low with the highest value set at 0.046 attacks per packet corroborating the fact that the majority of traffic is legitimate. The second set of traces we use in our experimentation has been captured by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in 2005 [59] and is depicted in Table 5 . The collected data set spans more than 100 hours and records network activity from 8000 internal to LBNL and 47000 external hosts [55] . Compared with the TCP-dominated KDD set, the LBNL traces demonstrate diversified protocol mixture. LBNL subnets. The LBNL set is essentially attack-free and the small number of alerts Snort raises are attributed to the artifacts of the traffic collection process, which occasionally drops packets.
The KDD set under Fingerprinter and variants
While experimenting with the KDD traces of Table 4 , we set out to evaluate the performance delivered for the following PMEs:
• Lowmem method: the baseline obtained by using the official Snort with its default Lowmem PM method and its out-of-the-box configuration.
• Bloom-Filter PM method: its default configuration has a fingerprint vector of 4 KB, and its hash function pool consists of four functions, JS, PJW, SDBM and DJB selected from In all of the above, we use a sliding window with size l = 4 bytes. We evaluate the performance of each PME at hand by the following procedure termed top speed feeding: (a) each trace of the data set is fed with the tcpreplay utility [62] into the PME n times in a row (n = 10) as fast as the test machine can go, and the processing time is recorded; (b) the above step is repeated m times (m = 10), and the best processing time achieved within the m iterations is obtained and (c) the average running time on each trace of the data set is computed as its best processing time divided by n. We present the best processing times by PMEs in Fig. 10 . Here, the x-axis depicts the trace identifier (that is column 'ID' of Table 4 ) and the y-axis shows the processing time in seconds. Figure 10 clearly shows that the PME processing time is not proportional to the size of the trace. For example, the Lowmem spends about 21.64 and 16.64 seconds, respectively, on the 1999 Train Week1 Thursday and 1999 Train Week3 Wednesday traces even though the former is much smaller. For all data sets, the Hybrid PM outperforms its counterparts by significant margin, rendering it the best accelerator for intrusion detection. Using the processing time of Lowmem as the baseline, we compute the speedup rates of the Fingerprinter and its variants with the results depicted in Fig. 11 . The Fingerprinter and its variants achieve better performance than Lowmem for the majority of traces with the best rate of 1.75 attained by the Hybrid PM on the 1999 Train Week1 Monday set. The Rabin-Fingerprint PM nearly always eclipses both the Bloom-Filter PM and the 
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Shingling PM, while the Shingling PM fares better than the Bloom-Filter PM method. Occasionally the Bloom-Filter PM is even slower than Lowmem indicating that it is only suitable for certain types of traffic.
The processing time of Fig. 10 is obtained by feeding PMEs the traces in the KDD set with the highest sustainable speed of the test machine, therefore it measures the best performance attained by PMEs. In this regard, the ratio between the size of the trace and its processing time depicted in Fig. 10 can be used to approximate the supported network bandwidth by a PME as outlined in Fig. 12 To evaluate the memory consumption of Fingerprinter and its variants, we measure the total amount of resident non-swapped physical memory occupied by all PMEs under study through the following maximum resident memory procedure: (a) feed each trace to the PME n times in a row (n = 10); (b) during the execution of the PME, we measure its memory footprint by sampling once per t seconds (t = 2 s-default value) with the help of the profiler top; and (c) once the PME terminates, we compute the maximum memory footprint among all the measurements obtained. Figure 13 depicts the outcomes of the above procedure. One key observation is that the resident memory varies only slightly among different traces; similarly, for the same trace, the memory consumption by various PMEs differs only marginally. For instance, the average memory footprint is 40.07 MB for Lowmem, and it is 41.37, 41.64, 
The LBNL set under Fingerprinter and variants
The LBNL set is released with anonymized IP addresses in the traces and without packet payloads to avoid information leakage and possible privacy infringement [59] . Unfortunately, traces with complete packet contents are absolutely necessary for meaningful IDS/IPS evaluation. We thus generate packet payloads for this set of traces using the following three methods:
• randomization: payloads are randomly generated.
• replacement: payloads are filled with contents captured from the internal network of Fortinet [63] using the testbed discussed in [19] . The captured traffic is cleansed by removing all sessions that are reported as attacks by Snort.
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• contamination: the traces obtained by the replacement method are further 'polluted' with attack traffic by randomly selecting a portion of connections and substituting the respective data flows with attacks randomly selected from the exploit database provided by Fortinet and containing more than 80000 intrusions such as Slammer, Nimda and Sasser. The configurable attack density is set to 0.01% by default.
We term the above three generated data sets as random, real and attack payload, respectively.
For the random LBNL payload, we evaluate the performance of each PME at hand by following the procedure top speed feeding described in Section 4.3. Figure 14 shows the outcome of the experiment with the random LBNL payloads. The Hybrid consistently outperforms the Rabin-Fingerprint approach and in this respect we ascertain that it delivers consistent performance on both KDD and LBNL sets. In contrast to its relatively poor performance with the KDD set, the Shingling PM improves its processing times on several traces including lbl-internal. 20050107 The speedup rates attained by various PMEs with respect to the baseline Lowmem method on the LBNL set using Table 5 with real payload. As pointed out previously, the processing time of Fig. 16 is measured by replaying traces in the LBNL set with attack payload at the highest speed supported by the test machine. Thus, it can be considered as the best performance achieved by PMEs. To this end, we estimate the sustained network bandwidth on a trace by a PME to be the ratio between the size of the trace and its processing time depicted in Figure 16 . The results are shown in Figure 18 . Table 5 with attack payload.
FIGURE 16. Processing times by various PMEs on LBNL set of
FIGURE 18.
Bandwidth supported by various PMEs on LBNL data set of Table 5 with attack payload. memory procedure outlined in Section 4.3. Figure 19 
Performance of the Bloom-Filter PM method
The key parameters in the Bloom-Filter PM are the size of its hash function pool and the footprint of its fingerprint vector. To evaluate the impact on the speedup rate by the size of the hash function pool in the Bloom-Filter PM, we Table 3 , in the presented order. For instance, when k = 2, the hash function pool is {JS, PJW}, and it is {JS, PJW, SDBM} when k = 3. We repeat the experiment with the same configuration n = 10 times and record the best processing time we can obtain.
By using the running time of the Lowmem method as the baseline, we compute the speedup rates of the above described experiment settings and present the results in Fig. 20 ; here, the x-axis depicts the size of the hash function pool while the y-axis represents the speedup rate. In Fig. 20 , we also depict the false match rates generated by the Bloom-Filter PM under different settings; in this respect, the y-axis represents the ratio between the number of false matches created by the experiment setting in question and that by the Bloom-Filter PM with hash function pool of {JS, PJW}. The non-linear relationship between the speedup rate and the size of the hash function pool can be easily observed from Fig. 20 , and the highest speedup rate is achieved when three hash functions are used. It is also noticeable that the speedup rate deteriorates monotonically as the size of the hash function pool increases beyond 3, indicating that the computational intensity in the hash code calculations become significant when k > 3. In contrast, the false match ratio decreases steadily when the size of the hash function pool increases, implying that extra hash functions in the pool can improve the Bloom filter's differentiation capability.
We also conduct a series of experiments to investigate the relationship between the speedup rate and the size of the fingerprint vector in the Bloom-Filter PM method. We control the memory footprint m of the fingerprint vector so that the ratio (m/n) varies in the range of [0. 5, 3] (in bytes); here, n is the number of signatures in the Snort. In all settings, we fix the hash function pool to be {JS, PJW, SDBM, DJB} and the 1999 Train Week1 Monday trace is used, so that the performance of the Bloom-Filter PM is only affected by (m/n). The speedup rates attained by the above described experiments are presented in Fig. 21 along with the false match rates. It is interesting to observe that increases in the footprints of the fingerprint vector do not necessarily improve the speedup rate, implying that memory-related aspects such as the locality of memory access, page faults/swaps and memory management, all affect the speedup rate. The false match rate gradually decreases as more memory is allocated to the fingerprint vector, providing a much larger hash code space and, consequently, reducing the fingerprint collision rate.
Evaluation of the Rabin-Fingerprint PM method
The performance of the Rabin-Fingerprint PM method is heavily affected by the size of its fingerprint table as the latter determines the fingerprint collision probability. The relationship between the number of entries M in the fingerprint table and the size of the sliding window l can be expressed as M = 2 (l+8) . Consequently, we expect that the speedup rate attained by Rabin-Fingerprint PM can be improved by increasing the size of the sliding window l. To investigate the relationship between speedup rate and memory consumption, we configure the Snort to use Rabin-Fingerprint PM method as its PME and work with the traces of Table 4 . By varying the size of the sliding window l in the range of [3, 6] bytes to control the footprint of the fingerprint table, we define a family of experiments termed Rabin-l; for example, Rabin-3 refers to the Rabin-Fingerprint PM with a 3-byte sliding window. Figure 22 presents the speedup rates obtained by the above experiments. Clearly, rates on the same trace can be steadily improved by increasing the size of the sliding window. We also note that the Rabin-4 curve comes much closer to that of Rabin-5 instead of Rabin-3 for most data sets, indicating that a more generous improvement can be attained by changing the window from 3 to 4 than from 4 to 5. Similarly, the relatively narrow gap between the curves Rabin-5 and Rabin-6 points out that only insignificant gains are feasible by increasing l beyond 5 bytes.
The formula (M = 2 (l+8) ) clearly indicates that the memory consumption by the Rabin-Fingerprint PM increases exponentially with the sliding window size. However, the improvement on the speedup rate is approximately linear to the sliding window size as Fig. 23 demonstrates. For instance, when we change the sliding window sizes in the range of [3, 6] bytes and employ the Rabin-Fingerprint PM to process the trace 1999 Train Week3 Friday, the speedup rates obtained are 1.43, 1.64, 1.81 and 1.94, respectively, which clearly form a straight line in Fig. 23 . Similar observations can also be drawn from other traces. In contrast, the fingerprint table contains 1, 2, 4 and 8 K entries when the sliding window sizes range between 3 and 6 bytes. Obviously, a trade-off exists between the speedup rate and memory consumption in the Rabin-Fingerprint PM method: the intrusion detection process could be improved with a large fingerprint table that reduces fingerprint collision rate at the cost of exponentially increasing memory footprint.
Impact of Hybrid PM on intrusion detection
The full-fledged Fingerprinter that employs the Hybrid PM method integrates multiple fingerprinting techniques to improve the performance of the PME in IDSs/IPSs. The Hybrid PM actually performs three tasks on each shingle of the input in its FM process: (1) the Rabin's fingerprint of the input shingle acts as the access key to the fingerprint table. The shingle is declared benign and no further inspection is required unless it hits a non-empty entry of the fingerprint table; (2) in case that a non-empty entry in the fingerprint table is landed, k hash codes are generated for the input shingle and compared with those of the signature in the hitting entry. The shingle is declared attack-free as long as a mismatch occurs in the comparison and (3) the input stream starting at the current sliding window is further matched against the longest pattern of the signature to ensure that the latter is indeed contained by the input. It is expected that input shingles from legitimate traffic rarely pass the above-described inspections, helping improve the system performance.
By defining the screening rate of a fingerprinting method as the ratio between the number of negative verdicts it generates for shingles over the total shingles it processes, we can evaluate the differentiation capabilities of the fingerprinting method in question. With the definition of the screening rate at hand, we can evaluate the contributions on the system performance by the above-described three tasks conducted by the Hybrid PM method. We first configure the Hybrid PM method to use a hash function pool with a single element DJB to process the data sets in Table 4 . We then repeat the experiments by replacing the hash function pool of the Hybrid PM method with the twoelement set {DJB, SDBM}. For comparison, we also conduct an experiment with the Rabin-Fingerprint PM method as Snort's PME. The resulting speedup rates are presented in Fig. 24 .
It is clear from Fig. 24 that Hybrid PM with one or two hash functions outperforms the Rabin-Fingerprint PM method, demonstrating the advantage of multiple fingerprinting strategies. The fact that the Hybrid PM with a single hash function actually attains better performance than the Hybrid PM with two hash functions indicates that the computation intensity resulted from two hash functions is significant and that it occasionally may deteriorate the overall performance. The contributions by the two hash functions can also be evaluated based on their screening rates presented in Fig. 25 . The screening rate achieved by the first hash function is typically around 0.85, rendering its strong capability to differentiate legitimate from malicious traffic. Similarly, the exact PM operation by the third task described above also attains a high screening rate, implying that most input shingles leading to FMs are in fact false matches. On the contrary, the screening rate of the second hash function is extremely low, signifying that shingles passing the examination of the first hash function are in fact prefixes of telltale patterns in signatures.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
To protect intranets and computer systems from being compromised, IDSs/IPSs employ PM techniques to identify intrusions often with the help of an attack signature database. By matching the incoming streams against each signature with exact PM algorithms-such as Boyer-Moore and Aho-Corasick-an IDS/IPS generates a positive verdict if a match occurs and a negative verdict otherwise. Clearly, a positive verdict can be delivered by scanning on average half of the signatures while a negative one necessitates the involvement of the entire signature database. The latter is obviously more computationally intensive and consequently legitimate traffic gets heavily penalized.
In this paper, we propose the Fingerprinter whose aim is to accelerate the attack identification process of IDSs/IPSs based on the observations that the vast majority of the Internet traffic is legitimate and telltale patterns in signatures are often only unique to attacks. The Fingerprinter integrates fingerprinting and PM techniques to generate negative verdicts very quickly for attack-free streams. At first, the framework develops a concise and compact fingerprint for each attack signature. Then, it transforms the incoming traffic into the fingerprint space and matches its digest against those derived from the signatures. Traffic is exploit-free if no FM exists. Otherwise, Fingerprinter resorts to the Boyer-Moore method to ascertain that the input indeed satisfies conditions specified in the signatures with matching fingerprints. We combine multiple fingerprinting approaches such as Bloom-Filter and Rabin-Fingerprint in order to reduce false matches that occur when the input shares the same fingerprints with signatures but fails to match the exact patterns specified by the signatures.
We have implemented the Fingerprinter as a PME in the open-source IDS/IPS Snort and experimentally evaluated with a number of traces. The modularized design of Fingerprinter enables component activation in a plug-and-play manner. In this way, a variety of PMEs with diversified fingerprinting methods can be readily derived and their contributions to the overall system performance can be quantified. Our experiments clearly demonstrate that the Bloom-Filter method alone can rapidly identify legitimate traffic only for certain types of network streams. We also establish that the Shingling PM typically outperforms the baseline-Lowmem in the official Snort-by quickly pinpointing candidate signatures with the help of the specifically maintained associations between attack signatures and their fingerprints. The intrusion detection process can be further accelerated through the Rabin-Fingerprint method as the computation of fingerprints can be performed in a rolling manner. Compared with the performance delivered by the Lowmem method in Snort, our purely softwarebased Fingerprinter attains an up to 2-fold speedup for IDS benchmark traffic in the KDD data set as well as LBNL traces with the help of integrated fingerprinting and PM techniques.
In the future, we aim at pursuing a number of different directions: first, we intend to automate the synchronization between our framework and the releases of the Snort code and signature database, so that Fingerprinter remains updated with developments in the field. Second, we plan to develop more advanced fingerprinting methods that may use pools of updatable Bloom filters and coordinate their actions through a multi-threading paradigm so that attack signatures can be added or deleted dynamically. It is also part of our ongoing work to examine the viability of applying the summarization methods developed for multimedia and digital documents to IDSs/IPSs. Finally, we wish to implement the Fingerprinter in hardware such as FPGA or ASIC and empower it with regular expression functionalities to accommodate complex signatures.
